Soviet Writers' Congress, 1934: The Debate On Socialist Realism And Modernism
Soviet Writers' Congress, 1934: The Debate on Socialist Realism and Modernism
Automatic for the Masses: The Death of the Author and the Birth of Socialist Realism
Soviet and Mujahideen Uniforms, Clothing, and Equipment in the Soviet-Afghan War, 1979-1989
Understanding Bergson, Understanding Modernism (Understanding Philosophy, Understanding Modernism)
Subject to Delusions: Narcissism, Modernism, Gender (Avant-Garde & Modernism Studies)
Testifying Before Congress: A Practical Guide to Preparing and Delivering Testimony Before Congress and Congressional Hearings for Agencies, Assoc London Congress on Nuclear Radiation, Control and Health (Congress Lectures)
Theta Clear Congress (Congress Lectures)
Women Writers and Public Debate in 17th-Century Britain (Early Modern Cultural Studies)
Market, Socialist, and Mixed Economies: Comparative Policy and Performance--Chile, Cuba, and Costa Rica
Red Revolution, Green Revolution: Scientific Farming in Socialist China
A Diverse Homonoid Fauna from the Late Middle Pleistocene Breccia Cave of the Tham Khwan
Socialist Republic of Vietnam (Anthropological Papers of the)
Romance, Emotion, and Erotica
Writers' Phrase Book: Essential Reference and Thesaurus for Authors of All Romantic Fiction, including Contemporary, Historical, ... and Suspense
Readers and Writers with a Difference: A Holistic Approach to Teaching Struggling Readers and Writers
Fiction Writers’ Phrase Book: Essential Reference and Thesaurus for Authors of Action, Fantasy, Horror, and Science Fiction
Romance Writers’ Phrase Book: Essential Reference and Thesaurus for Authors of Romance Fiction

Essential Reference for All Authors of Fantasy Adventure and Medieval Historical Fiction (Writers’ Phrase Books Book 4) Science Fiction Writers’ Phrase Book: Essential Reference for All Authors of Sci-Fi, Cyberpunk, Dystopian, Space Marine, and Space Fantasy Adventure (Writers’ Phrase Books Book 6) 400 STRONG VERBS FOR ROMANCE AND EROTICA WRITERS (Strong Verbs for Writers Book 1) Science Fiction Writers’ Phrase Book: Essential Reference for All Authors of Sci-Fi, Cyberpunk, Dystopian, Space Marine, and Space Fantasy Adventure (Writers’ Phrase Books) (Volume 6)
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